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1.Enabling the extension

In admin panel go to Splitorder By Attribute tab → Configuration → Enable → Yes

 



2.Providing the condition to split

In admin panel go to Splitorder By Attribute tab → Configuration → Splitorder Conditions



3.Conditions to split order

a)Split if attribute exists:- If attribute is assigned to products in order and also product having chosen value of attribute is present in the 
order  then the order will be splitted like default condition i.e if there are n number of products then n orders will be created.
Example:- If any order has 4 products and chosen attribute is “Color” value chosen is “Charcoal” and the products has two charcoal 
colored products and one Green and one Black product.Then order will be splitted as two orders will be created for two Charcoal 
colored products,one for green and one for black i.e,  4 different orders will be created.
If no selected attribute is present then the order will not split at all.



Conditions to split order

b)Split according to attribute:- If attribute is assigned to products in order and also product having chosen value of attribute is present in 
the order then all the products having the chosen value of attribute will be splitted into different  orders.Example:- If any order has 4 
products and chosen attribute is “Color” value chosen is “Charcoal” and the products has two charcoal colored products and one Green 
and one Black product.Then order will be splitted as one  order will be created for two Charcoal colored products,one for green and 
black both.
Likewise,If attribute selected are Charcoal and Green both and the order has 2 Charcoal,2 Green and 2 Black then the number of orders 
created will be 3 ,one for charcoal,one for Green and one for Black.



4.Adding selected attribute
In admin panel go to Splitorder By Attribute tab →Select Product Attribute

● Here add a new attribute or manage old ones.
● To split according to any attribute the attribute needs to be enabled.
● If there are multiple attributes,then they will work according to priority.
● If two attributes have same priority then last modified attribute will be applicable.



5.How does it work with various Admin Users

1.Various admin users can be created and various Roles need to be assigned to these.

2.The selected attribute will be visible in admin user as well and then selected attribute value can be assigned to the 
user.

3.The admin user will then be able to view orders related to the assigned attribute only.



6.While creating role choose yes so that the user to whom role is assigned can see only 
specific orders.



7.Split Order attribute can be seen in Orders Table

We have added Split Attribute column in Orders Table.

All the attributes assigned while ordering will be the part of filter for this column and data can be filtered according 
to it.



8.The user can see only assigned orders and invoices for those orders only



                                            Thank you! 

Your feedback is absolutely welcome! 

Should you have any questions or feature suggestions, please contact us at: 
support@sunarctechnologies.com


